In this note, we describe supersymmetric backgrounds for the four-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. As an extension of the method of Festuccia and Seiberg to sixteen supercharges in four dimensions, we utilize the coupling of the gauge theory to maximally extended conformal supergravity. Included among the fields of the conformal supergravity multiplet is the complexified coupling parameter of the gauge theory; therefore, backgrounds with spacetime varying coupling-such as appear in F-theory and Janus configurations-are naturally included in this formalism. We demonstrate this with a few examples from past literature. 
Introduction
Given a quantum field theory, an essential and often fruitful ingredient in its study is provided by its couplings to background fields. In the context of supersymmetric theories, the question of which backgrounds preserve some supersymmetry has lately received much attention, especially in conjunction with localization [1, 2] . A powerful, general technique for addressing this question was put forward in [3] , which relied on coupling the given field theory to an off-shell formulation of supergravity. Upon taking a limit in which the supergravity fields become non-dynamical, these fields-which include the metric as well as other fields as needed to complete the supermultiplet-give background couplings. This technique has been applied in a number of cases in different dimensions and with different amounts of supersymmetry.
For a recent review, see [4] .
In this paper we extend the application of the technique in [3] to sixteen supercharges in four-dimensions by coupling the N = 4 Super Yang-Mills (SYM) theory to off-shell conformal supergravity [5] [6] [7] . A qualitatively new feature that arises in this case is the inclusion of the complexified coupling paramter, τ , of N = 4 SYM among the fields of the conformal supergravity multiplet [8] . Therefore, in this case, supersymmetric backgrounds with spacetime-varying τ are treated on the same footing as metrics and R-symmetry gauge fields.
Backgrounds with spacetime-varying τ have arisen in the physics of D3-branes probing non-trivial F-theory vacua, where the field theory τ descends from the Type IIB axio-dilaton, and the constraints imposed by supersymmetry descend also from Type IIB supergravity and the kappa symmetry of the brane probe [9, 10] . Varying τ also appears in Janus configurations [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] in which τ varies along a single spacetime direction and interpolates between two asymptotic values. In both cases, supersymmetry constrains the spacetime dependence of τ and further requires the field theory to be modified by additional couplings. Furthermore, in both cases τ can possess localized discontinuities, or defects, whose worldvolumes support interesting field theories. These field theories can be chiral [9, 10] , possess interesting S-duality transformations [16] , and be relevant to the study of the AGT relation [17] .
Both of these examples-in addition to some novel Janus configurations which we will describe-are included among the backgrounds found by coupling to conformal supergravity, as we will demonstrate in a few cases. While we have not attempted a systematic classification of supersymmetric backgrounds, we expect this method to yield a broad generalization of the known backgrounds with varying τ . It is our hope that such backgrounds-combined with techniques like localization-may shed new light on these and the associated defect field theories.
Before proceeding, we would like to comment on a possible relation between the method of [3] and the physics of branes probing flux vacua. This has already been alluded to above, and it has been suggested previously in [18, 19] . To make the relation clear, we recall in analogy the geometrization of Witten's topological twist [20] . Topological twisting can be thought of as a special case of [3] , in which only the metric and a background R-symmetry gauge field are non-trivial. For certain field theories, this construction has a geometrical origin as the low energy description of branes wrapping supersymmetric cycles in manifolds of special holonomy [21, 22] .
As mentioned, the topological twist can be generalized to include the auxiliary fields residing in the off-shell supermultiplets. Likewise, the brane construction can be generalized to include to supergravity flux degrees of freedom. One is naturally lead to wonder what relation these generalizations have to one another, and there is some evidence they are the same, at least in special circumstances. For example, in [18] a comparison was made between the flux couplings on an M5-brane and the auxiliary fields of the off-shell (2, 0) conformal supergravity multiplet [23, 24] , which led to a proposed mapping between them.
If true, such a relation should provide new tools to the study of both supersymmetric field theories in non-trivial backgrounds and string theory flux vacua. As one such possibility, the localization calculations of, e.g., [1] may be relevant to brane instantons in flux backgrounds. Alternatively, string theory dualities could give new interpretations to the field theory calculations. In this paper, we will not attempt a general proof of the proposed relation between off-shell supergravity and higher-dimensional supergravity with fluxes. However, the supersymmetry conditions we write down can be compared with the couplings of background fluxes to D3-branes in [25, 26] . This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a review of the fields and symmetries of N = 4 conformal supergravity. Section 3 describes the coupling of these fields to the N = 4 matter multiplet. Lastly, section 4 describes some example supersymmetric background configurations, including the cases mentioned previously. Two appendices include, respectively, details about our notation and a dictionary of comparison between our formulae and the original literature on extended conformal supergravity [5] .
Review of N = 4 Conformal Supergravity
Like other conformal supergravity theories, 2 N = 4 conformal supergravity is a modified version of the gauge theory of its conformal group, P SU(4|4) [5] . The necessary modifications include the addition of a set of constraints relating together some of the P SU(4|4) gauge fields as well as a number of auxiliary fields to complete the conformal supergravity or "Weyl" multiplet. These modifications ensure that the algebra of P SU(4|4) transformations on the fields of the theory closes even off-shell, which is necessary for our purposes.
This section will be split into three parts. First, we describe the gauge fields and constraints of the P SU(4|4) gauge theory. Second, we list the auxiliary fields needed to complete the conformal supergravity multiplet, with an emphasis on the moduli of the theory. Lastly, we will present the supersymmetry variations of the fermions of the theory, here interpreted as sufficient conditions for a supersymmetric background configuration of the N = 4 matter theory. This latter part will include a description of the symmetries and transformations of the independent fields of the theory. Apart from some aesthetic modifications, the presentation of this section is an abridging of portions of [5] .
It is worthwhile pausing here to make some comments on our conventions. More detailed exposition can be found in Appendix A. We will primarily work in Lorentzian signature, for which the supersymmetries transform in the (2, 4) ⊕ (2, 4) representation of Spin(1, 3) × SU(4) R . We denote orthonormal frame indices with lowercase Latin letters from the beginning of the alphabet (a, b, . . .), while spacetime indices are lowercase Greek letters from the middle of the alphabet (µ, ν, . . .). We will almost always suppress spacetime spinor indices, though when necessary they are denoted with lowercase Greek letters from the beginning of the alphabet (α, β, . . .). Lastly, lowercase Latin indices from the middle of the alphabet (i, j, . . .) refer to the four-dimensional representations of SU(4) R depending on whether they are superscripts or subscripts.
We denote the conjugate of any complex field with an overline. For a spinor field ψ, conjugation carries some extra baggage, i.e. ψ = Bψ * , where B is a particular matrix discussed further in Appendix A. When ψ is a four-dimensional Weyl spinor, ψ transforms as a spinor of the opposite chirality as well as in the conjugate representation of any internal symmetry, such as SU (4) R . When listing the independent fields of the Weyl multiplet, we won't list both a field and its conjugate, instead only pointing out those fields that are complex.
Gauge fields and constraints

Symmetry Generators Gauge Field Type Restriction
Translations
Supersymmetry complex Table 1 : Gauge fields of four-dimensional N = 4 conformal supergravity.
The set of symmetry generators and the corresponding gauge fields of the P SU(4|4)
gauge theory are shown in Table 1 . Not all of these are independent, however, due to the presence of constraints. In a bosonic background, these constraints imply: 
So, in order to maintain this gauge choice we must fix
The only fields of the Weyl multiplet, including the auxiliary fields introduced in the next subsection, that are charged under special conformal transformations are b µ , ω ab µ and f a µ . Therefore, in this gauge, the latter two fields have modified Weyl transformations, with
The modified transformation of f µ µ can be deduced from the constraint equation. Note also that in this gauge ω ab µ =ω ab µ , the spin-connection associated to e a µ . We will continue to refer to this as ω ab µ .
Auxiliary fields
For the algebra of P SU(4|4) transformations to close on-shell requires the inclusion of a set of auxiliary fields in addition to the gauge fields in Table 1 . The presence of these fields actually enhances the symmetry of the theory beyond that of P SU(4|4), including as well a global SL(2, R) and a local, chiral U(1) symmetry [5] . In Table 2 , we list the independent fields of this theory, as well as their representations and charges under the SU(4) R , U(1), and Weyl symmetries.
Only one field transforms under the SL(2, R) symmetry, and that is a scalar doublet called Φ α , α = 1, 2 in [5] . This field parameterizes the coset SL(2, R)/U(1), which is isomorphic to the upper half-plane. This is also the space of complexified couplings, τ , of the N = 4 Field Type Properties Table 2 : Independent matter and gauge fields of four-dimensional N = 4 conformal supergravity. Fields marked with a * on the right are complex.
matter theory. Indeed, after a convenient U(1) gauge-fixing, described in Appendix B, we can identify Φ α with τ .
The residual symmetry after this gauge-fixing includes the P SL(2, R) transformations of τ :
However, to maintain the gauge choice, a compensating U(1) transformation is required, which acts on charge q fields by multiplication with
Owing to the fermions in the theory having half-integral U(1) charges q, we find that the residual symmetry is not just P SL(2, R) but an extension by the the operation (−1) F , where F is the fermion number operator. This is the same conclusion reached in [28, 9] regarding the quantum duality group. We will present the transformations of the conformal fields as well as their couplings to the Yang-Mills fields only in gauge-fixed form.
Supersymmetry conditions
The entire superconformal algebra realized on the fields in Table 2 can be found in [5] . We will only need the Q-and S-supersymmetry transformations, with respective parameters ǫ and η, of the fermionic fields.
The notation "−(traces)" refers to removing any terms proportional to the SU(4) R invariant tensor δ i j . The first variation, that of Λ i , carries some resemblance to the dilatino variation in Type IIB supergravity, and we will refer to it with that name. In fact, from the perspective espoused in the introduction, in which the conformal supergravity fields may be identified with Type IIB supergravity fields and fluxes, it is natural to think this constraint is actually descended from the dilatino variation. However, the precise relation remains to be explored.
We will refer to the second and third variations as "auxiliary" and "gravitino", respectively.
The covariant derivatives and curvatures appearing above are, explicitly,
(2.8)
Coupling to Matter
There is only one matter multiplet with N = 4 supersymmetry, which is the vector multiplet.
The component fields of this multiplet are shown in Table 3 . Each of the component fields is valued in the Lie algebra of a compact, internal symmetry group G, which we choose to be simple.
ǫ ijkl φ kl 6 1 0 Table 3 : Fields of an N = 4 matter multiplet.
We furthermore choose conventions for which the generators of G are antihermitian.
Then, infinitesimal gauge transformations with parameter Λ act as
We normalize the negative definite bilinear form, "Tr", on the Lie algebra of G to
The coupling of the conformal supergravity multiplet to the matter fields of N = 4 YangMills was worked out in [6, 7, 29] . The transformation of the matter fields under conformal supegravity is determined by requiring that the algebra of such transformations closes when the matter fields are taken on-shell. This also serves to determine the equations of motion, and from this an action can be derived. Before presenting the results of [6, 7, 29] , we will settle on a parameterization of the real and imaginary parts of τ :
3)
The action of supersymmetry on the matter fields is given by
The field strength and covariant derivatives are
The action which is invariant under these supersymmetry transformations is
To simplify the presentation, we have defined the following mass matrices for the bosons and fermions:
(3.7)
Example Solutions
We will not attempt to describe the most general solutions to (2.7); instead, we will focus on casting a few known examples of supersymmetric configurations into the language of background conformal supergravity. We choose to focus on two separate classes of configurations with a varying τ parameter. The first, relevant to D3-branes in F-theory, can be found in [9, 10] ; the second are known as Janus configurations [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
F-theory examples
The configurations considered in [9, 10] are characterized by the four-dimensional spacetime being Kähler and the τ parameter being holomorphic in complex coordinates z α , α = 1, 2.
Holomorphy of τ is sufficient to solve the dilatino condition without the need for non-zero E ij and T ab ij . Chirality of the supersymmetry parameters ǫ i and ǫ i implies
Therefore, the τ -dependent part of the dilatino constraint,
vanishes for holomorphic τ (or, equivalently, anti-holomorphic τ ).
The gravitino condition, absent the T ab ij field, is the standard topological twist with the addition of a U(1) gauge field-a µ in (2.7)-which vanishes for constant τ . Lastly, the auxiliary condition relates D ij kl , which couples to the field theory as a bosonic mass term, to the curvature of the R-symmetry gauge field. Such a mass term appears in the standard topological twist, e.g. [30, 31] , and can be seen to arise from the bulk Killing spinor condition in 10-or 11-dimensional supergravity [32] .
Janus examples
To compare with [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , we will look for solutions to (2.7) satisfying the following input assumptions: first, the solutions exist in Minkowski spacetime with the trivial metric, and they preserve a three-dimensional Poincare symmetry. Therefore, the coupling τ is allowed to vary only along a one-dimensional subspace parameterized by y, i.e. τ = τ (y). We choose coordinates to align this direction with that of x 3 , so the metric is
where x µ , µ = 0, 1, 2 are three-dimensional coordinates and η µν is the three-dimensional Minkowski metric. Preservation of the three-dimensional Poincare group disallows a nontrivial profile for the background field T ab ij . Thus, we seek solutions with (possibly) nontrivial profiles for the following fields in addition to τ :
We can simplify our starting point further by picking an SU(4) R gauge in which V i y j = 0. More general background configurations can be achieved by applying a local SU(4) R rotation to the remaining fields after a solution is found.
The gravitino variation can be split:
where we assume η i = 0. 3 In this case, we can straightforwardly solve for ǫ i :
where ξ i is a constant, Weyl spinor. This does not yet specify which, if any, spinors yield supersymmetries; instead, this condition only says that if a supersymmetry exists, it must be generated by a spinor of the above form. The dilatino condition, which we come to next, will constrain the allowed supersymmetries.
In terms of the constant spinors ξ i , the dilatino condition is
In terms of which, we have the equation
Our starting point assumed that τ ′ is not everywhere zero, so we must have
where e ij is a constant, complex, symmetric matrix.
There is a basis of gamma matrices, detailed in Appendix A, in which
Furthermore, we can diagonalize e ij with a global SU(4) R rotation: 12) where U ∈ SU(4) R , δ is a real phase, andẽ ij is diagonal with real, non-negative entries. The dependence on δ can be absorbed into the constant value of ψ. We choose to writeẽ ij as
So, after rotating ξ i by U, the dilatino constraint is
It is worth noting that the analysis so far has proceeded similarly to that of [11] . Following their notation, let β (i) , i = 1, . . . , 4, be the eigenvectors ofẽ, satisfying
In components, β
. Only if one (or more) b i = 1, can we solve the dilatino condition with a constant spinor of the formξ
where ζ is any two-component Majorana spinor:
Such a spinor is the minimal spinor representation of Spin(1, 2).
As there can be at most four unit eigenvalues, the maximal amount of supersymmetry under our assumptions conserves 8 real supercharges, or a three-dimensional N = 4 supersymmetry. We will also find solutions with N = 1 and N = 2 supersymmetry, while N = 3 will be ruled out.
Lastly, we turn to the auxiliary condition. Supersymmetry requires that the variations of χ ij k generated by spinors of the form (4.16) vanish. We denote these variations as δ (l) χ ij k , where l takes only those values for which b l = 1. Then, supersymmetry requires:
In this, we have defined:
And, despite repeated indices, there is no sum over k in (4.18).
Let's for the moment assume that only one of the b i = 1. We choose b 1 = 1, while
This will correspond to preservation of two supercharges or N = 1 supersymmetry in three-dimensions. In this case, the auxiliary condition presents no further constraints;
instead, it only fixes the values of D ij kl :
Note that this is sufficient to fix all the values of D ij kl , as there are 20 independent equations and 20 independent components to D ij kl . A particularly simple solution can be found when all b i =1 = 0. In this case, D ij kl = 0. This is related to the N = 1 example discussed in [11] , differing only in that we have allowed the theta angle to vary as well. As far as we can tell, this background has not appeared before in the literature on Janus configurations.
If, instead, at least two of the b i = 1, which we choose as b 1 = b 2 = 1, then we will preserve four or more supercharges, i.e. N ≥ 2. This will further constrain the y-dependence of τ due to a consistency condition. Specifically, we have the simultaneous conditions: 
This is the same condition arrived at in [12] . As described there, if we seek solutions in which both θ ′ and (g 2 ) ′ tend to zero as y → ±∞, then the constant is actually zero, and we arrive at τ (y) = τ 0 + 4πDe
It is worth noting that the configuration described in [12] corresponds to all b i = 1.
As we have demonstrated, the known supersymmetric backgrounds of the N = 4 theory fit into the framework of off-shell conformal supergravity. Furthermore, the known backgrounds rely only on a subset of the background fields in the conformal supergravity multiplet, suggesting that a much broader class of backgrounds is possible. A systematic stufy of the supersymmetry conditions (2.7) along the lines of [33, 34] should reveal these backgrounds, and we hope they may lead to new insights.
A Spinor Conventions
We work in Lorentzian signature in four dimensions and define η ab = diag (−1, 1, 1, 1). The
Clifford algebra is
where α, β = 1, . . . 4 are indices for a Dirac spinor of Spin (1, 3) . The gamma matrices yield a representation of the Spin(1, 3) generators acting on spinors according to
The Dirac representation is reducible into Weyl spinors, eigenstates of the chirality operator
which has the properties In four Lorentzian dimensions, the Weyl spinor is a complex representation whose conjugate is isomorphic to the spinor of opposite chirality. In particular there exist matrices B and C intertwining the equivalent representations of the Clifford algebra:
These matrices satisfy
The first property demonstrates that the complex conjugate of a Weyl spinors has the opposite chirality, while the properties of C demonstrate that the Weyl spinor is isomorphic, as a vector space, to its dual.
The matrix C = C αβ yields a canonical isomorphism between a Weyl spinor and its dual. Specifically, it is used to make Spin(1, 3) invariants from two Weyl spinors, ψ α , η α of the same chirality:
As C = −C T , some care must be taken when using C αβ or its inverse C αβ to raise and lower indices. We define
When C is not specified, we always sum indices from the upper-left to the lower-right.
Other fermion bilinears, transforming under Spin(1, 3) can be formed using anti-symmetric products of gamma matrices, defined such that
Again using two fermions of the same chirality, we can form fermion bilinears as
These transform as anti-symmetric tensors of Spin (1, 3) . The products Cγ a 1 ...a k have the following symmetry:
We may also form fermion bilinears transforming as anti-symmetric tensors of Spin(1, 3) from a fermion ψ and its complex conjugate ψ * . Before writing these, we will define
With this definition, we define the bilinears as
The matrix B T C is often called A, which we can choose to be hermitian [35] . Then, the products B T Cγ a 1 ...a k have the following hermiticity:
At some point, it will be convenient for us to work with a specific basis in which the gamma matrices take the form: 15) where σ i are the Pauli matrices. This is a Weyl basis, in which γ (5) is diagonal: 
B Gauge Fixing
In [5] , Φ α = (Φ 1 , Φ 2 ) satisfies the SU(1, 1) invariant constraint:
By changing basis, we can cast this in the language of SL(2, R):
In terms of these variables, the constraint reads This is the same transformation found in two other contexts in [28, 9] .
After performing this gauge fixing, some of the formulas in [5] [6] [7] are simplified. While we have not presented the original formulas, we list some of the conversions below for the reader interested in comparing to previous literature.
(B.9)
The τ -dependent terms in the supersymmetry variations of the background fermions are:
(B.10)
